GROW YOUR BUSINESS
WITHOUT ADDING LABOR

CHALLENGES FACED BY BUSINESSES

MORE PRODUCTS

SMALLER ORDERS

FASTER DELIVERIES

Consumers are placing
orders with as little as one
item in their shopping cart.

More low velocity SKUs
than ever are being
offered to customers.

Consumers desire faster
and even same day
shipping services.

Businesses respond with a long-tail strategy

...which has created a problem called the labor tail
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Our robots pick more long-tail inventory products so your people
and existing automation systems can be more productive.
Although we can bring value to a wide spectrum of businesses, we specialize in
solutions for e-commerce order fulfillment applications in these industries:

HEALTH & BEAUTY

PHARMACEUTICAL

GROCERY

We excel in order fulfillment
applications in the health and
beauty industry, as our solution
provides these e-tailers with
significant cost savings and
increased productivity.

Our solution was first tested
and successfully deployed in a
pharmaceutical distribution center.
We have the deep knowledge and
experience to bring exceptional
value to pharma distributors.

We have extensive experience
in the grocery industry as our
longest-running pilot program
is with a large regional grocery
distributor. Our solution is perfectly
suited for grocery order fulfillment.

NEW HEADQUARTERS + SHOWCASE INNOVATION CENTER TO OPEN IN 2020
IAM Robotics is opening a new, state-of-the-art headquarters and showcase innovation center in 2020. The new 30,000-square-foot facility will
feature a distribution center environment where visitors will experience the company’s high tech robots in action.
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LONG-TAIL AUTOMATION

Long-tail automation solutions need to help make your whole warehouse operation more consistent, reliable, and productive. This solution needs to
take into account hardware, software, and humans, but the “secret sauce” comes from the optimized processes.

Optimized Robot Zones

Optimized Slotting

Boost your existing automation efficiency by moving slow-moving,
long-tail SKUs to dedicated robot zones.

Breaks up product SKU variations throughout the zone to allow
for increased density, which increases throughput, minimizes
replenishment efforts and overstock and backstock.

Optimized Picking Methods
We will recommend a picking method which will provide your
business with the most value.
Discrete - Eliminates further product handling by picking each order
individually into totes or segmented totes.
Batch - Maximize pick time and minimize travel time by combining
multiple end customer orders into a single batch for later downstream sortation.
Cluster - Combine maximum pick times relative to walk time and
eliminate downstream sorting with a single walk path where robots
pick into separated tote compartments.
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Optimized Shifts
We help you determine the number and coordination of picking
and replenishment shifts to optimize for best value.

Optimized Mapping
Using optimized mapping techniques, the system creates the best
paths for the robots to take, reducing travel time and increasing
overall performance.

Our solution brings real, measurable value.

15%

3.5X

95%

increase in existing automation
capacity enabling your
existing systems
to run more efficiently

improvement in labor productivity
reducing hiring and training costs
and turnover rates,
while rising retention rates

decrease in wasteful
walking making employees
focused on more productive
tasks and raising morale

99.99%

100%

24X7

order success rate
virtually eliminating errors

predictability making costs
fully predictable,
unlike variable labor
and operations costs

continuous operation
around the clock
for optimum throughput
and productivity

To remain competitive today, e-commerce companies follow a long-tail strategy to meet soaring consumer demands for more products,
smaller order sizes, and faster deliveries. A long-tail strategy boosts revenue but causes SKU proliferation and creates a “labor tail,” where
more workers are needed because existing automation is designed for fast-moving products, not for slow-moving tail inventory. So far, the
best value choice for managing the long tail has been to throw manual labor at it. But as the tail continues to grow, this plan has become
untenable with soaring labor costs and a worker shortage that’s becoming worse every year.
IAM Robotics developed a solution to enable companies to offer a greater assortment of products without adding labor, finally filling that gap
between existing automation and manual labor. This solution tames the long tail by attacking its negative consequences: existing automation
filled with slow-moving inventory and the need to hire more employees from an ever dwindling pool of available workers. At the same time, the
IAM Robotics solution lets businesses keep enjoying the benefits of the long tail, namely, higher profits from slow-moving products and a more
loyal customer base.
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THE SWIFT PRODUCT SUITE

I AM SwiftLink™
WMS Software Interface
Robust software interface, integrates with existing
warehouse management systems and makes managing
your Swift robot fleet simple.

I AM Flash™
Product Dimensioner and Photo Booth
Captures SKU data and teaches Swift robots how to
find products on your shelving. Portable and fast.

I AM Bolt™
Mobile Conveyor Transport
Works with Swift or on its own as a material handling
transport that moves autonomously. Coming Soon.
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I AM Swift™
Mobile Picking and Transport Robot
Swift works like a human order picker,
moving through inventory aisles, finding
the right products, picking them into
a tote, and then transporting that tote
downstream for packaging and shipment.

Grow Your Business
Without Adding Labor
Optimize your long tail strategy and
grow your business. Swift enables you to
offer a greater assortment of products
without adding labor.
Reduce Labor Costs
One person managing a fleet of
Swift robots can handle the picking
assignments of multiple workers in a
manual system. Plus, implementing
Swift can compensate for scarce or
unreliable labor.
Boost Employee Satisfaction
Swift takes on unpopular, monotonous
work and eliminates the average 10+
miles per day a picker has to walk.
Reassign pickers to more engaging roles
and see employee satisfaction rise.
Scale at Your Own Pace
Swift’s affordability and flexibility lowers
the barrier to automate at your own
pace. Expand your robot picking fleet as
your business and revenue grow.
Optimize Inventory
Swift is optimized for goods-to-person
discrete and batch picking order
fulfillment, which can double throughput
by eliminating walk and search time.
Reduce Picking Errors
Swift is equipped with advanced
computer vision technology, which
enables the robots to see and locate
objects in 3-D and in real time, providing
unmatched picking success.
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS
We have a dedicated group of highly-qualified team members whose singular mission is focused on the success
of you and your business. Our Customer Success Team works with you prior to deployment to make sure you are
set up to achieve the best possible return. Throughout and after your implementation, we provide your team with
ongoing support and monitor the overall system to offer predictive maintenance, so you don’t have to worry about
unexpected delays or outages.

ENGAGE:
dedicated team to work with you

RESOURCE:
provide service and support

MANAGE:
remote monitoring and service through SwiftLink
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QUICK DEPLOYMENT PROCESS

FEASIBILITY AND PLANNING
The process starts with an in-depth study of the needs and challenges of your
operation. Then we define requirements, and plan out how our solution will work
in your facility. This analysis will provide you with a solution return on investment
(ROI) estimate for your company.

BUILD AND INTEGRATE
Here we will build, test, and quality check your first robot in our facility to a
defined Facility Acceptance Test (FAT) agreed upon in Phase One. Prior to
shipping Swift to your Company, we will also cross train key individuals in your
warehouse on the robot and any new operational procedures.

SITE DEPLOYMENT
Phase Three is where we complete on-site deployment of your robot(s) and all
support systems, such as Flash and SwiftLink. This step includes integration
of any additional safety measures and quality control steps you need. We
will ensure the actual performance of the integrated system matches your
expectations.

FULL-SCALE DEPLOYMENT
In Phase Four we start rolling out the solution through the rest of your enterprise
and provide ongoing support to you and your team.
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ABOUT IAM ROBOTICS

Our team is a mix of robot and automation experts, tinkerers, and problem solvers,
who have been addressing problems in logistics and the supply chain for years.
IAM Robotics’ team of world-class engineers are focused on
delivering innovation and operational value that is transforming the
material handling industry.
Our founders are products of the world-renowned Carnegie Mellon
University’s National Robotics Engineering Center. They were
drawn into the industrial robotics industry when challenged by a
fulfillment company to come up with an autonomous robot that

2016
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2017

could move around a warehouse like a human, picking and
transporting products.
To remain competitive, the fulfillment company needed to offer
more products, but they were constrained by scarce and unreliable
labor. The solution was Swift, the world’s first commercially-viable
autonomous mobile manipulation robot (AMMR).

2018

2019

QUANTIFIABLE BENEFITS
Based on previous and planned deployments of the Swift Product Suite, the following benefits have been
quantified.
EXISTING AUTOMATION CAPACITY INCREASE OF 15 PERCENT
A major pharmaceutical distributor was dealing with escalating pressures of slow-moving products clogging their
existing automation system and slowing their order fulfillment process.
Totes filled with outgoing products were backing up on conveyors at an automation area bottleneck and
diminishing the throughput of the overall system. At times, totes would be waiting on conveyor belts that fed both
the automation area bottleneck and their other automation systems. The other automation systems were then
underutilized because totes were caught up in the bottleneck’s queue.
By pulling out their slower-moving products from their high-speed automation system and moving them to a
long-tail automation zone, the company realized a 15 percent increase in their existing automation capacity. IAM
Robotics’ Swift robots in this zone decreased the number of totes conveyed to the bottleneck, thereby alleviating
the queue and allowing existing automation to receive their totes and be fully utilized.

LABOR PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT OF 350 PERCENT
The work of pickers became highly inefficient at a major retail distributor. The company faced a challenge now
faced by many e-commerce retailers: customers ordering very small quantities of slow-moving products along
with fast-moving products in the same order. While fast-movers are somewhat predictable and can be located
within quick access of pickers, slow-movers are unpredictable and can be scattered about in a large warehouse.
As customers order low-volume products more frequently, pickers were having to walk ever longer. This
inefficiency greatly lowered the picking rate and fulfillment speed at this company’s large distribution center.
The company deployed a fleet of IAM Robotics’ Swift robots to handle the low-volume long-tail products, which
allowed the human pickers to stay concentrated in small areas of high-velocity products. After only a few months
with this solution, the company saw picking labor productivity improve 3.5 times over its human-only picking
operation.

OVERALL PICKING LABOR COST SAVINGS OF 27 PERCENT
A major e-commerce retailer was facing stalled growth and failures to meet customer expectations of fast
delivery due to the inability to adequately staff its distribution centers with manual labor workers. Like many other
similar businesses, this company could not overcome a problem out of their control: the labor shortage in the
supply chain industry. Even more concerning, the company realized there was no end in sight to this problem as
baby boomers are retiring in droves, and the younger tech-savvy generations have little interest in manual labor
jobs.
This retailer knew they had to explore new mobile automation solutions to augment their existing fixed
automation, but it found that, while many robotic solutions offered a buffet of enticing benefits, none directly
addressed the labor problem it was facing. The company finally turned to IAM Robotics. The company ordered
a fleet of Swift robots to work in special long-tail automation zones consisting of slow-moving products. The
company configured the Swift robots to pick up empty totes from inbound conveyors, navigate autonomously
through inventory aisles, pick the required products into the totes, and then move to drop off filled totes to an
outbound conveyors. As a result of this planned process, whereby the company does not have to add labor to
grow its business, it sees a 27 percent decrease in overall picking labor costs.
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CONTACT US TO LEARN HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
E-COMMERCE OPERATIONS WITH MOBILE ROBOTS.

IAM ROBOTICS
12 South Avenue
Sewickley, PA 15143
iamrobotics.com
412.626.7425

